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Social media History

●  Six Degrees profile uploading service in 1997.
●  2001 by Friendster- Users could share videos, photos, messages, and comments with other members
● In 2002, LinkedIn was founded as a networking site for career-minded professionals. 
● In 2003, Myspace launched.
● By 2006, it was the most visited website on the planet, spurred by users’ ability to share new music 

directly on their profile pages.
●   By 2004, Facebook. By 2008 fb overtook Myspace
●   By 2005 YouTube- video sharing platform
●   2006 Twitter- microblogging site
●  2007 Tumblr- share everything
● 2010 Instagram & Pinterest- home for visual story telling 
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How to Start? 

Step1- Business objectives

Step 2- Research ---(target audience, behaviour, 
platform, competitors)

Step 3- budget?

Step 4- resources- DM, Graphic & Web Designer, 
Copy,

Step 5- plan on a content calendar

Step 6- measure
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       LinkedIn is founded by Reid Hoffman, Konstantin Guericke, 
Jean-Luc Vaillant, Allen Blue, Eric Ly in 2002

-        2003: launched for public

-        2004: 1 million users

-        2007:10 million users

-        2016: Microsoft acquires LinkedIn for 26.2 billion USD

-        2020: 740 million users

-        2020: In 2020, LinkedIn was voted the most trusted network
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Why Linkedin for Individual?

-        Demonstrate your knowledge, credibility and leadership 
expertise

-        Use LinkedIn as a research tool to know companies better

-        Join Groups, webinars, seminars, events, discussions etc

-         Gain exposure to Hiring Managers and Recruiters
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Why Linkedin for Business?

-        LinkedIn is the most popular platform of B2B marketers, followed by 
Twitter.

-        LinkedIn's lead conversion rates are 3X higher than other major ad    
platforms, including Google Ads.

-        Improve SEO Profile For Your Business
-        Cost-Effective Networking Path
-        Simple Way To Keep Up With A Given Industry
-        Get Valuable Data On Your Target Demographic
-        Platform To Provide Niche Expertise
-        Establish Credibility Fast
-        Enhances Visibility
-        Professional Environment
-        Integrated learning platform – LinkedIn Learning



1.    Choose the right profile picture for LinkedIn.

https://www.linkedin.com/business/talent/blog/product-tips/tips-for-picking-the
-right-linkedin-profile-picture?trk=lms-blog-librand&src=bl-po

2.    Add a background/Banner photo. (1400 x 425 pixels)

3.    Make your headline more than just a job title. (120 Characters)

a.    Identify Keywords You Want To Be Visible For
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Personal Profile Checklist 
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b. 
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c. 
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4.     Turn your summary into your story. (Try over-using buzzwords)

5.    Grow your network.

6.    List your relevant skills.

7.    Spotlight the services you offer.

8.    Take a skills assessment

9.    Request recommendation

10.   Showcase your passion for learning.

11.    Share media, Publication and marketing collateral. (case studies, white papers and other 
brand content)

12.    Follow relevant influencers for your industry

13.  Be active regularly post, comment, share genuine content.

14.  LinkedIn Resume or Upload

15. Join groups: When LinkedIn members join a group, they become visible to other people in that group. 
This enables them to bypass LinkedIn’s limitations on seeing people outside their network.
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Why LinkedIn company page

● Lead generation: Exposure to a brand or product on LinkedIn can 
increase purchase intent by 33%. Decision-makers are hanging out here 
on LI, and this is your chance to get in front of them.

● Recruitment: Three people are hired through LinkedIn every minute. If 
you’re on the hunt for today’s top talent, this is the place to see and be 
seen.

● Publicity: Consider LinkedIn just one more place where media can 
officially reach you, or where the public can learn more about what’s 
new and notable with the company.

● Discoverability: Creating a page on LinkedIn is just best practice for 
good SEO. Having an official presence here will help you pop up in 
search results.

https://news.linkedin.com/about-us#Statistics
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LinkedIn company page Checklist:

● Upload a great profile image and banner
● Basic Info/Intro

o   Tagline should be optimized

o   Write a compelling “About Us” section and include relevant keywords

o   Use Your Tagline for SEO

o   Add a Custom CTA Button

o    Serve up some specialties to feed LinkedIn’s algorithm

● Post to your Company Page regularly with a content strategy

o   Add Polls to Prompt Engagement

o   Host Live Events on LinkedIn
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o   Publish Articles from Your Company Page

o   Join Conversations Via Hashtag Feeds

o   Use the Notify Employees Link for all posts

o   Featured group: If your business owns a group, or your team members 
are active in a group owned by someone else, you can use the 'Featured 
Groups' section of your business profile to let other LinkedIn members know 
where they can connect with your people.

● Grow your audience by sending invites
●  Build a Career Page (Paid)
●  Build a Product Page
●  Keep up to date on the LinkedIn algorithm

https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-the-linkedin-algorithm-works-hacks/

https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-the-linkedin-algorithm-works-hacks/


● Utilize the analytics to understand the audience and the competitors
●  Utilize the showcase page: You can use these specialty pages to 

curate content on a single topic, create a learning centre, promote a 
new product or even highlight your team’s accomplishments.

●  Be on the lookout for new features.
●  Paid media admins
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LinkedIn Bidding strategy

1.    Maximum Delivery Bidding:

-        LinkedIn uses historical campaign data and member information to 
automatically set the right bid for your ad.

-         This option will get the best results for your budget, while spending your 
budget in full.

-         Note: Automated Bidding charges by impression,

-         We recommend this option for volume of results, delivering your full 
budget, and for no bidding guesswork.
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2.    Target Cost Bidding:

-        Target Cost Bidding, for CPC-CPM-CPV, is also an automated bidding option that provides 
advertisers an opportunity to specify their target cost.

-        Campaigns are optimized to generate the most results, and the daily average cost per result will 
meet the specified target cost value, or up to 30% higher.

-        Target Cost Bidding is available only for certain campaign objectives.

-        It is recommending this option for cost predictability.

3.    Manual Bidding:

-         With LinkedIn’s manual bidding option, you are able to set the maximum bid amount 
you are willing to pay for, and the cost will not exceed that value.

-         We recommend using this option if you want the most control over your bid value.
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Linkedin Ads Structure

●  Account
● Campaign groups
● Campaign

o   Objective

o   Audience

● Ads
● Types: Text ads, Single image ads, Carousel image ads, Conversation ads, 

Message ads, Job ads, Spotlight ads, Follower ad, Video ads.

- End of Linkedin-
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  Facebook

- 3 billion Users

-        59% of SM users

-        2.72 billion FB Ads revenue in Quarter 4 2020

-        200 million small business users

-        98.3% through mobile

-        19.5 hrs Avg per month

-        AVG reach for organic Facebook post is down to 5.2%.

-        The average engagement rate in 2020 for an organic Facebook post was 0.25%. That 
number drops to 0.08% for those of you with more than 100k followers.
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History of Facebook

-      Facebook is a social networking service originally launched as FaceMash on October 28, 
2003, before launching TheFacebook on February 4, 2004.[1] It was founded by Mark 
Zuckerberg and college roommates and fellow Harvard University students, in particular 
Eduardo Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin Moskovitz, and Chris Hughes.[2] The 
website's membership was initially limited by the founders to Harvard students, but was 
expanded to other colleges in the Boston area, the Ivy League,[3] and gradually most 

universities in the United States and Canada,[4][5] corporations,[6] and by September 2006, 
to everyone with a valid email address along with an age requirement of being 13 and 
older.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Zuckerberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Zuckerberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvard_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduardo_Saverin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_McCollum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dustin_Moskovitz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Hughes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivy_League
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-timeline-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook#cite_note-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email_address
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Why do we use Facebook?

⮚    To socialize
⮚    What are others doing?
⮚    Entertainment
⮚    News/ updates

⮚    Share your stories
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Facebook Business Model

 

-        Facebook makes money by auctioning off space for ads within 
Facebook and Instagram users’ feeds and stories.

-        Advertising represents 98% of Facebook revenue.

-         The remaining 2% comes from other activities, primarily from 
selling Oculus and Portal hardware products.



Facebook Checklist

● FB Profile
● Organic reach techniques
● Fb Business page
● FB Meta Business Suite
● FB Ads Manager
● FB Creator Studio
● FB Commerce Manager
● FB Business Manager, FB Ads library,  Events Manager 

(Pixel Setup)
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FB Profile Page

Organic Reach

- Market Place

- Groups

- Jobs

- Events

- Organic posts
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Facebook Business Page
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Facebook Ads Manager
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FB Ad Structure
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FB Ad Account User Limitations

1 user can create/manage upto 25 ad account

✔    An ad account can have upto 25 users

✔    A regular account can have 5000 campaign that aren’t deleted----pause campaigns will 
also be counted

✔    A regular ad account can have upto 5000 ad sets that aren’t deleted

✔    A regular ad account can have upto 5000 ad copies that aren’t deleted

✔    An ad account can have upto 50 ad copies that aren’t deleted per ad set



Spend-based bidding

Focus on spending your full budget and getting the most results or value possible.

1.    Lowest cost: Maximise delivery and conversions that you can get from your budget. For example, 
an event planner may use lowest cost to get as many people as possible to attend an upcoming 
music festival, where cost per attendance doesn't matter.

2.    Highest value: Spend your budget and focus on highest value purchases. For example, a florist may 
use highest value to sell as many bouquets as possible, while focusing on selling more expensive 
bouquets to maximise value.
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FACEBOOK ADS- Bidding Strategy 
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Goal-based bidding

Set a cost or value you want to achieve.

1.    Cost cap: Strive to keep costs around the cost amount regardless of market conditions. 
For example, a retailer optimising for purchases may set their cost amount to a cost per 
purchase that will keep them profitable on average. Note: Adherence to cost cap limits is 
not guaranteed.

2.    Minimum ROAS (return on ad spend): Target a minimum return on ad spends for each 
bid. For example, if you want your budget of USD 100 to produce at least USD 110 in 
purchases (or a 110% return), you'd set your ROAS control at 1.100. Note: Adherence to 
minimum ROAS limits is not guaranteed.
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Manual bidding

Control how much you can bid across ad auctions.

 

Bid cap: Set the maximum bid across auctions, rather than allow Facebook to bid dynamically 
based on your cost or value goals. Bid cap is meant for advertisers who have a strong 
understanding of predicted conversion rates and can calculate the right bid.
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Current Objective List
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Facebook Meta Business Suite

____End of Facebook______
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YouTube

● YouTube, Web site for sharing videos. It was registered on February 14, 
2005, by Steve Chen, Chad Hurley, and Jawed Karim, three former 
employees of the American e-commerce company PayPal.

●  In 2005 the American search engine company Google Inc. had launched 
a video service, Google Video, but it failed to generate much traffic, and 
Google was prompted to purchase YouTube for $1.65 billion in stock in 
November 2006.

●   YouTube was acquired for almost $1.7 billion in 2006 by Google.
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Importance of youtube to business

Ø It covers 100 countries 80 different languages

Ø Great organic reach, tap the youtube traffic- over 5 billion videos viewed daily, across platforms- videos 

have high conversion rate

Ø Important attribute is getting featured on google SERP

Ø Google videos & Images search
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Ø Great organic reach, tap the youtube traffic- over 5 billion videos viewed daily, 
across platforms- videos have high conversion rate

Ø Important attribute is getting featured on google SERP

Ø Google videos & Images search

Ø Youtube influences- purchasing decisions & enhances credibility

Ø Grow Your Audience Worldwide, and generate leads

Ø Your Audience Will Promote You and Buy from You

Ø Repurpose your video on varied social platforms

Ø Make Money with AdSense for Video

Ø Target Your Audience with AdWords for Video
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Youtube Business model

Ø Advertising

Ø Paid Subscription
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YouTube Algorithm

 YouTube says that in 2021, homepage and suggested videos are usually the top sources of traffic for most 
channels.
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General - Algorithm
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Search Algorithm 
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 Home page Algorithm

o   Performance: YouTube measures performance with metrics like click-through 
rate, average view duration, average percentage viewed, likes, dislikes, and 
viewer surveys. 

o   Personalization: means that YouTube offers videos to people that it thinks are 
relevant to their interests based on their past behaviour, a.k.a. watch history. 
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Suggested Video Algorithm

Here, in addition to performance and personalization, the algorithm is most 
likely to recommend:

●  Videos that are often watched together
●  Topically related videos
●   Videos the user has watched in the past
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YouTube Channel Optimization

● Trailer Video: 1 for new people, 1 for returning customers

●  About us page: Description
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●   Branding



● Content:

Ø Title: optimize them for good CTR & google searches

Ø Description: Make sure to entice your audience so they click show more, add keywords in them too.
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Description

1.Use keywords in the first two lines so google uses it for SEO, YouTube will read 
full description.

2. Use description to give links for products discussed in the video, also your 
other channel and social media, website links  
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Ø Thumbnail:

●  They can play a key role in CTR
●  Visual consistency
● It is a must to have
● 1280*720px thumbnail
● To upload a custom thumbnail, u should verify your account
● A face on your thumbnail
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Ø Chapters: 

Video Chapters break up a video into sections, each with an individual preview. Video 
chapters add info and context to each portion of the video and let you easily rewatch 
different parts of the video.

Ø  Tags: 500 characters, there are tools for tags

 Ø Category:  keep SEO in mind and choose the right category 

Ø Playlist: You can create your channel playlists

Ø Subtitle & Captions:

 you can have a full transcript upload, or you can use services like Descript, transcription 
service etc.
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● Story Arc

·       Immediately give audience something, let them know they are in the right 
place.

·       Drop some call-to-action in the start and at the end

·       Then the actual body of content, then finally hit them with a high and 
leave.
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Ø YouTube Cards: you can use up to 4 cards

Ø End-screen: Subscribe buttons, other videos of your channel, other channel 
of yours etc

Ø A spokesperson:
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Ø Voice and tone: choose a particular voice & tone for your channel, or specific type of 
content.

Ø BGM of the video: copyright free music, original music, suited to the video content.

Ø Intro & outro screens

Ø YouTube premieres: YouTube Premieres lets you and your viewers watch and 
experience a new video together in real time. 

Ø YouTube stories: 7 days, 15 secs mobile only videos

Ø Always ask for comments.

Ø Ask subscribers to click bell icon & subscribe

      —---------------------------------------END OF YOUTUBE—------------------------------------------



Thank You!!

hello@nidmindia.in
140/C, Koramangala 4th Block, Bangalore - 560034
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